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New College MS 287 and its Text 
 
New College’s MS 287 is smaller in size and lesser in grandeur than some of the college’s more 
impressive items, but despite its unassuming appearance this manuscript has equal claims to 
veneration as many other items in the collection. It is, in fact, a gift intended for a king, Henry 
VIII no less, from his court poet, Bernard André—who died exactly 500 years ago in 1522—and, 
considering how large Henry VIII looms in Britain’s history, it is interesting for this reason alone.

http://www.philological.bham.ac.uk/Andreas/intro.html
https://philological.cal.bham.ac.uk/andreannals/intro.html
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 A brief biography here serves to contextualise MS 287.7 Bernard André was born in 
Toulouse around 1450/52 and became an Augustinian friar in the mid-1460s.8 Although exact 
details of his training are unknown, he was well-educated in Roman literature (demonstrated by 
the Classical references in his work), and later styled as utriusque iuris doctor (a ‘doctor of both laws’, 
as in, canon and civil).9 He was also blind, a fact to which he refers in his own writings, apologising 
for not describing things more fully because he could not see them.10 
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praeferatur, [whether peace should be preferred to war, or whether war should be preferred to 
peace], (f. 8r)): August 1514 saw the signing of the Anglo-French Treaty which brought peace to 
France and England. One of the terms of this treaty was that Henry VIII’s sister, Mary, would 
marry King Louis XII of France, so it was an agreement particularly relevant to the King’s inner 
circle. This context should inform how the text is interpreted. 

The manuscript itself is written in secretary hand, with three illuminated initials, two in the 
dedication, one (a Tudor rose) at the start of the main text. There are, for the most part, only eight 
lines on each page, with a considerable blank margin surrounding the text, another sign of its royal 
recipient, at a time when paper was expensive. 
 

 
 

New College Library, Oxford, MS 287, f. 2v [detail] 
© Courtesy of the Warden and Scholars of New College, Oxford 

 
A few features of the text have been immediately notable in the process of transcribing it. 

The first, and the one which (apart from the language, and material differences between manuscript 
and modern printed book) may make the text feel most alien to a twenty-first-century reader is its 
level of panegyric. One example can be found in f.5r, where André lists the various skills in which 
some kings are lacking (prudenciam [wisdom], eloquenciam [eloquence], audaciam [daring], disciplinam 
vel hasta vel gladio vel manu vel equestri certamine [training in the spear or the sword or hand-to-hand 
fighting, or combat with cavalry]) but then states that all these things are contained in uno mirabilia 
felicique concursu [one wonderful and fortunate concurrence], in the existence of Henry VIII. This 
hyperbole is, in particular, perhaps harder to square with popular perception of Henry VIII as a 
tyrant, but it is important, as Hobbins says of the Vita Henrici Septimi, to ‘read against the grain of 
this relentless hyperbole and to extract from it some meaning beyond the obvious one, that André 
needed the support of a patron and was willing to say just about anything to gain it’.20 

                                                           
20 Hobbins, Life of Henry VII, p. xxviii. 
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There are also the characteristic Classical references one would expect to find in the 
humanist Tudor court circle. André uses Nestoreum [Nestor-like] to describe the decursum corporis 
[the course of a body], (f. 13v), and, more surprisingly, invokes classical deities, in Hercule 
[Hercules], (f. 3v) and medius fidius [I call heaven to witness], (f. 8r).21 This sits in happy      
incongruity with mentions of Jesus (f. 9v), Jerusalem, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, angels and 
apostles (ff. 12r–v), and even a paraphrase of a Biblical passage (John 14:27): pacem meam do vobis 
pacem relinquo vobis non quomodo mundus dat ego do vobis [my peace I give to you, peace I leave to you, 
I do not give to you as the world gives], (f. 11r), a sign of the Christian humanism at Henry’s court. 
Finally, André twice mentions Augustine, once in connection with Civitas Dei (f. 10r and f. 11v). 
This is notable because of André’s commentary on Augustine’s Civitas Dei—here it is possible to 
imagine the personal connection between author and text. 
 
 

TRANSCRIPTION 
 
Providing this transcription is mainly motivated by a desire to make the text more accessible
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(f. 4v) 
in hoc tumultuario oracionis cursu praecipuum regum ∙ omnium constituere est animus ∙/          
&que ut de ipsa beata succinte paucis attingam ∙ in primis occurrit pacatissimae rex ∙ quod      
legimus quosdam principes bello prae//stantes eosdem tamen in pacis 
(f. 5r) 
artibus defecisse/ Aliis quibusdem prudenciam aliis eloquenciam/ aliis audaciam ∙ aliis       
militarem disciplinam/ vel hasta vel gladio/ vel manu vel equestri certamine defuisse tibi          
autem uno mirabilia felicique concursu cuncta quae ∙ 
 
(f. 5v) 
laudari morentur ∙ ita coherent ita quadrant ita conueniunt/ ut ipsa inter sese de excellen
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(f. 9v) 
bilius omnibus cristianus exaudiri potest ∙ quam pax 


